SURFACE PROBLEMS
Problem

Description

Treatment/Prevention

friable media

ink, paint, or photographic emulsioncracked or powdered, may be
separating from support material or
show losses of media.

avoid handling if possible. If necessary
to handle object, use extreme care,
keeping object horizontal, do not put
mylar or plexiglas near the surface
(the static charge will pull the loose
pieces of media from the support
material).
Friable media problems require
conservation treatment. Call a
conservator.

blocking

glossy paper with a clay coating on the
surface, often used in art and
photography books. Water/high
moisture will cause pages to stick
together (blocking) and coated paper
to stick to glass that it may be
touching.
Paint in contact with glass may block.

if blocking is severe, there may be no
way to reverse the damage - do not
pull blocked areas apart or from glass
until first consulting a conservator.

acidic medium

Iron gall ink and verdigris are two
examples of acidic writing/coloring
materials that cause deterioration of
the paper on which they are written.
This deterioration can cause areas to
weaken and break, leaving holes and
losses.

provide adequate support when
handling or moving the object and
consult a conservator for treatment
possibilities.

abrasion

the top layer of the surface is scraped,
often changing the surface quality.
Can affect all materials in libraries and
archives.

protective enclosures are the best
protection against abrasion. A simple
mylar wrapper will help protect
materials against damage from
abrasion.

mold

powdery white, green, red, purple or
black - three dimensional build-up on
the surface of an object. Isolate mold
infested items from the rest of the
collection. Old, inactive mold leaves
stains of varying colors, with support
material weakened.

a soft brush can be used to sweep the
mold off the surface. Do this away
from other materials (in a separate
room or out of doors) to insure the
mold spores do not infect other
objects (see "environmental
problems" - vermin)

light damage

(see "ENVIRONMENTAL
PROBLEMS" - light/photochemical)

surface deposits

dirt, soot, and insects and rodent
droppings and stains that interfer with
the visual quality of an object. Fly
specks are black dots on the surface.
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dirt may be removed by brushing or
dry cleaning and washing. Deposits
from insects can be carefully removed
using a tweezer to lift them off the
surface. (see "environmental
problems" - vermin)
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SUPPORT PROBLEMS
Problem

Description

Treatment/Prevention

holes/losses

vermin, handling, storage and
problems in the manufacturing
processes are major causes of holes
and losses. These missing areas can
occur in all materials found in
archives and libraries -- leather,
vellum, paper and textiles. See
("surface problems" - acidic media)

In most cases, conservation treatment
can correct the problem, especially if
the missing area makes the artifact
more vulnerable to further damage.
Prevention involves environmental
controls and good handling and
storage practices.

tears/punctures

tears and punctures are common
problems often caused by handling or
flaws in the manufacturing process.
All materials found in archival
collections are vulnerable to tears and
punctures.

Conservation treatment can correct
most problems. Prevention involves
good handling and storage practices

embrittlement

embrittlement, loss of flexibility, is
usually accompanied by discoloration.
Embrittlement can occur for a
number of reasons. Some paper,
leather, vellum and cloth are
composed of materials that
deteriorate rapidity. This is called
inherent vice. A good example is
newsprint. Embrittlement can also be
caused by environmental conditions
(see "environmental problems "pollution).

Embrittlement is a vast problem
affecting many materials from the
mid-nineteenth century to the
present. Much work is being done on
mass deacidifaction and large
programs have been set up to
microfilm and photocopy brittle
materials.

distortion

(see "DISTORTION")
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ENVIRONMENTAL PROBLEMS
Problem

Description

Treatment/Prevention

light/
photochemical

fading- inks, paints dyes lighten in
color, extreme cases of almost
complete loss of color - breakdown of
organic material.
shift in color - often seen in leather
and cloth dyes and watercolors - one
component of the color mixture is
more fugitive, fades quickly and
results in a different color than the
original.
browning - chemical reaction causing
browning of the paper. High light
level combined with low moisture
content can cause rapid
embrittlement in paper

once damage has occured, there is
little that can be done, UV shielding
materials on windows, lighting, cases
and frame glazing is the best
prevention.

temperature/
humidity

cycling - repeated raising and
lowering of temp/humidity can cause
materials to become out of plane (see
"distortion").
dryness - combination of low
humidity and high light levels/high
pollution levels, causes rapid
embrittlement (see "support
problems" - embrittlement).
moisture - causes cockling, mold
growth, limpness and distortion of
plane.

the best protection against
environmental problems is both
complicated and expensive. However,
this is an area of conservation that is
the most cost effective. Generally
speaking, the better the HVAC system,
the safer the collection.

pollution

smoke, smog, particulates, salts
(marine air) - gaseous pollution
combines with moisture in the air to
form acids which are deposited on
materials, this leads to embrittlement,
discoloration, deterioration and
ultimately loss. Particulates are
deposited on the surface of exposed
materials causing discoloration and
abrasion.
off-gassing of solvents and caustics
from new poured concrete, raw
woods, paints and finishes and
laminated woods .

pollution problem prevention is
involved with the HVAC system.
Filters remove the particulates and
cleaners wash the gaseous pollutants
from the incoming air.
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ENVIRONMENTAL PROBLEMS, CONTINUED
Problem

Description

Treatment/Prevention

vermin

insect damage, evidenced by holes,
insect casings, loss of materials and
deposits, some insects leave deposits
in their path.. Fungal problems
(mold)- caused by a combination of
high humidity and high temperature.
rodent problems can occur in any
building, especially historic buildings.
Food in storage areas is an attractant
to rodents.

it is important that there is a
determination of a new infestation.
Materials infested need to be isolated
from the rest of the collection. Traps,
checked frequently will show if there
is an insect or rodent problem.
Development of an IPM (Integrated
Pest Management) program helps in
the identification of problems.
Control of the environment will help
in controlling mold problems. Good
housekeeping measures help to
control all vermin problems.

disaster

flood, earthquake, tornado, fire,
hurricane - generally the greatest
damage in all disasters is the effects of
water.

all institutions need to have a disaster
plan with staff members assigned
specific duties. In a disaster involving
large amounts of materials, it is
imperative that conservators trained
in disaster salvage are called.
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DISTORTION
Problem

Description

Treatment/Prevention

cockling

"bumpiness" of the support material.
Laminated materials which are
cockled may incur damage from the
tension of the cockled areas causing
cracking/loss of the medium on the
surface. Framing of cockled materials
may cause further damage from
blocking or abrasion.

humidification and flattening may
help to put the object back into plane.

wrinkles/creases

some wrinkles/creases are the result of
the manufacturing process. Others
result from poor handling, sometimes
in combination with poor
environmental conditions. Wrinkles
and creases can cause surface media to
crack, chip and flake. They also may
distort the image and may be easily
abraded.

humidification and flattening may
help to put the object back into plane.
There may be evidence of a hard
crease even after flattening due to the
damage of the paper fibers in the
creased area.

warp

stiff, thicker materials may develop a
warp due to storage/environmental
conditions. As with cockling, tensions
can cause damage to the surface if the
support material is warped.

humidification and flattening may
help to put the object back into plane.

rolled materials

traditionally maps and architectural
drawings have been rolled for easy
storage. Over time, rolled materials
hold tight to the rolled shape, making
it difficult and risky to unroll the
object. As with cockling, tensions can
cause damage to the surface if the
support material.

humidification and flattening may
help to put the object back into plane.
Flat storage in folders, housed in flat
files is the preferred storage solution.

fire damage

in addition to the smoke and soot
damage from a fire, the heat can cause
charring and shrinkage in some
materials. Skin materials, vellum and
leather, are very vulnerable to heat
damage and are easily distorted by
heat.

once skin materials have incurred heat
damage, there is little that can be done
to eliminate the distortion. Paper and
textile materials may be repaired and
flattened if necessary.
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STAINS
Problem

Description

Treatment/Prevention

foxing

round spots, sometimes a dark center
point, with a lighter stain radiating
outward. The causes of foxing are not
completely understood.

some foxing stains can be removed by
bleaching. Materials that are in
contact with foxing stains may benefit
from interleaving to keep the stains
from migrating.

handling

oily, random staining, often seen in
the corners where materials have been
handled.

removal of handling stains is often
difficult, requiring conservation
treatment using solvents and
subsequent washing.

water stains

water stains are caused by the wetting
of an object and the movement of dirt
and sizing materials. The dirt and size
move to the dry areas and then stop
creating a dark, uneven line, called a
tide line.

washing will often remove much of
the dirt from tide lines.
Some tide lines cannot be removed or
the dark line reduced. This requires
the attention of a conservator.

acid migration

discoloration from direct contact with
acidic materials. Often seen in bound
volumes, where paper pastedowns
and flyleaves are against leather turnins and are browned and brittle from
the acid.

removal or isolation of the acidic
material will stop the acid migration.
However, there is little one can do to
reverse the damage.

inherent vice

Some paper, leather, vellum and cloth
are composed of materials that
deteriorate rapidly. Newsprint, iron
gall inks, chrome tanned leather are
examples of materials that deteriorate
rapidly.

little can be done to slow the
deterioration of materials produced of
poor quality materials. Controlling
the environment, limited handling
and repair of damage will help slow
deterioration.

adhesive stains

some adhesives cause staining and
embrittlement. Animal glues may
turn brown and cause staining.
Pressure sensitive tapes have adhesives
that brown and stain over time.
Adhesive stains, can often be
identified by the adhesive residue left
on the surface.

a conservator may be able to remove
stains with solvent treatments and
washing.

biological/mold

(see "SURFACE PROBLEMS"-mold)

some mold stains may be lightened by
washing. Stained areas may be very
weakened and require mending and
strengthening.
(see "ENVIRONMENTAL
PROBLEMs" - vermin)
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OFF THE SHELF

handling/use

damage from handling is often avoidable if care is taken. Hands need to be
clean to avoid staining. Supports should be used especially with fragile or easily
damaged materials such as brittle paper, items with tears/losses, fragile media
and very limp materials. Mylar, foam core and rag mat board are all good
support materials.

exhibition

Light is the greatest danger to items on exhibit (see "environmental problems" light/photochemical and temperature/humidity). The effects of light exposure
are cumulative, the longer exposure, the greater the damage. Rare materials
should not be left on permanent or indefinate exhibit.
Supports for items on display need to be constructed of materials which are
inert and non-abrasive. Exhibit items need to be secure, not subject to handling
or touching by visitors, falling off walls, or being damaged by other items or
exhibition supports. Framed items need to be matted and framed following
conservation standards.
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SUPPLIERS
Archival Products
P.O. Box 1413
Des Moines, IA 50305
800.526.5640
boxes, board, protective enclosures
http://www.archivart.com

Hollinger
P.O. Box 8360
Fredericksburg, VA 22404
800.634.0491
paper, board, storage materials
http://www.hollingercorp.com

Archivart
7 Caesar Place
Moonachie, NJ 07074
800.804.8428
conservation supplies, general framing and mounting,
archival preservation and restoration, bookbinding and
library restoration
http://www.archivart.com/

Light Impressions
P.O. Box 787
Brea, CA 92822
800.828.6216
paper, board, storage materials, especially good
for photograph protective enclosures
http://www.lightimpressionsdirect.com

Bookmakers
6701B Lafayette Ave
Riverdale Park, MD 20737
301.927.7787
heat-set tissue, hand tools, bookbinding supplies, papers
Conservation Resources International
5532 Port Royal Road
Springfield, VA 22151
800.634.6932
http://www.conservationresources.com
Daniel Smith
P.O. Box 84268
Seattle, WA 98124-5568
800.426.6740
art supplies
http://www.danielsmith.com
Gaylord
P.O. Box 4901
Syracuse, NY 13221
800.448.6160
supplies, protective enclosures, hand tools (not of our
their supplies are archival-read carefully)
http://www.gaylord.com
Hiromi Paper International, Inc.,
2525 Michigan Avenue
Bergamot Station Art Center, G-9
Santa Monica, CA 90404
310.998.0098
Japanese tissues, hand tools, equipment
http://www.hiromipaper.com
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Metal Edge, Inc.
6340 Bandini Blvd
Commerce, CA 90040
800.862.2228
paper, board, storage materials
http://www.metaledgeinc.com
MuseuM Services Corporation
1107 East Cliff Road
Burnsville, MN 55337-1514
800.672-1107
HEPA vacuum cleaners, suction tables,
leafcasters, ultrasonic humidifiers
http://www.museumservicescorporation.com
New York Central Art Supply
62 Third Avenue @ 11th St
New York, NY 10003
800.950.6111
great selection of papers
http://www.nycentralart.com
Talas
568 Broadway
New York, NY 10012
212.219.0770
hand tools, adhesives, paper, board
University Products, Inc.
517 Main St.
P.O. Box 101
Holyoke, MA 01041-0101
800.336.4847
storage materials, hand tools, paper
http://www.universityproducts.com
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